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There is unfortunately a mistake in the title which does not reflect the source of the deciduous cells used in the study. The correct title is given as follows:

"Effect of perivitelline fluid from horseshoe crab on the expression of cell cycle regulatory genes in stem cells from deciduous teeth"

Consequently, the additional information (underlined) should be included in page 8, under the **Materials and methods** section, and the sub-section, **Cell culture and harvesting**. The first sentence is corrected to read as:

DPSCs from human deciduous teeth, AllCells (USA, Cat. No. DP004F) were cultured in mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) basal medium (AllCells, Cat no. MSC-002) supplemented with MSC stimulatory supplement (AllCells, Cat. No. MSC-003) and incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator until confluence.